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V i t a l  S t a t i s t i c s
compiled by Colin Sharp

T h i s  s e c o n d  a n n u a l  Focus o n  k i Tc h e n s  a n d  b aT h r o o m s  i n  201 1  r e - e x a m i n e s  T h e  i m p o rTa n c e  o F  T h e s e 
c o m pa c T ,  F u n c T i o n a l  a n d  v i Ta l  s pa c e s .  a s  T h e  n aT i o n a l  k n o w l e d g e  o F  d e s i g n  a n d  d e c o r aT i o n ,  a n d 
T h e  a p p r e c i aT i o n  o F  F u n c T i o n a l i T y  i n c r e a s e s ,  o u r  a i m  –  a s  e v e r  –  i s  To  s h o w c a s e  i n n o vaT i o n ,  c u T T i n g -
e d g e  d e s i g n ,  s TaT e - o F - T h e - a rT  m aT e r i a l s  a n d  T h e i r  i n T e l l i g e n T  u s a g e .

F O C U S

left: Alpine German Kitchens / Poggenpohl

ithin what are the most noticed spaces 

in any home, the contribution of both 

kitchen and bathroom far exceeds their 

spatial dimensions; yet the outlay they 

demand is considerable.

Their content and design involves hi-tech 

materials and creatively engineered product and 

today their R&D illustrates the innovative talent of 

leading European architects and designers. Current 

development in the sector – by both international 

and South African designers and manufacturers 

– reveals that the specific requirements of South 

African lifestyle is key. The comment of experts in 

the two sectors is vital.

The Living Kitchen
The Internationale Mobelmesse design fair (IMM) 

held earlier this year in Cologne pointed out certain 

ongoing design indications for kitchens. Highlights 

were cutting-edge form coupled with innovative 

ideas in cabinetry, sinks, appliances; and for fixtures 

and fittings across the board.

‘Lutz Berndt imports Bulthaup Haus high-

echelon kitchens. His forecast is that this most vital 

interior in the modern home will develop further 

as a living area, it being the most communicative 

space. He adds: ‘Preparing creative dishes at the 

most sophisticated level has become a lifestyle 

trend. Cooking together at home is now a real 

event and thus, the branded kitchen is increasingly 

becoming a prestige venue.

W
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‘Finishes include: high gloss, acrylic and enamel surfaces, 

anodised aluminium, un-planed wood, stainless steel 

and concrete. Smooth, understated designs offers ease of 

maintenance.’

European kitchen design appeals to most that can afford 

it in South Africa. In a subdued local property market 

it could well be opportune to consider a remodel this 

Spring. This would pay dividends in terms of resale value; 

conversely an update could be introduced when and if it’s 

the right time to sell? No crystal balls available, sadly.

above: Culinary Group
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Yet why wait to renovate the kitchen for someone else? If the funds available 

are spent wisely, on timeless design, the results can be enjoyed immediately 

while the kitchen remains a major addition in value holistically.

So, in the face of current fiscal recession, what is the best way to approach 

kitchen refurbishment and / or design and where does value for money lie for 

the consumer?

Janet Gutstadt of specialist importers Culinary Group : ‘If financing is a 

constraint then the best solution is to do it in stages. Make small changes to key 

elements in the kitchen such as splash-backs behind cookers. Add a fresh look 

by using industrial materials like stainless steel, or introduce new colours and 

textures with tiling.

this page: Miele SA
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‘The end value lies in purchasing high quality goods. 

These should occur on a once-off basis, rather than 

continual replenishment . Avoid installing equipment or 

fittings that become obsolete, they should have timeless 

appeal. The centerpiece of any kitchen should be the 

cooker; a freestanding unit will maintain its value over 

time, as will solid wood furniture, as opposed to built-in 

stoves and cupboards.

‘High quality products always defy global trends. The  

best strategy is to install the finest equipment and furniture 

from the outset , which will outlast evolving trends. The 

more things change, the more they stay the same; the way 

forward is to look back 50 years, when the kitchen was the 

central point of the home. It provides a place to gather, 

relax , entertain and socialise.’

left: Eurocasa

opposite below: GROHE SA
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Brian Slavin of Slavin & Company sees such values 

clearly : ‘As kitchens are long term investments, attempts 

to meet budgets by cutting on quality are usually 

false economy. It’s better to avoid unnecessary and 

excessive features such as fashion foibles and focus on  

good finishes.

‘And a poorly considered choice of appliances with 

extravagant features that may be seldom used can cause 

overspend. Rather discuss your personal needs with a 

qualified and independent designer in order to make the 

correct and appropriate choice, and refrain from possible 

superfluous wastage that could be better utilised elsewhere.’

‘Proper planning is essential,’ says Wendy Grater of 

Alpine German Kitchens . ‘Layout , finishes, appliances and, 

often construction work , is involved. A kitchen should be 

approached with more care than the purchase of a car. It’s 

best to select a reputable kitchen design company – the 

KSA provides an excellent guide as to these.

below: The Italian Design Experience – Cucine Berloni
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‘Evaluate the worth of your home and allocate about 10% – 20% to the kitchen 

spend. If handled properly this space will be enjoyed while adding value because 

the kitchen is one of the deciding factors when buying property.’

Mercia de Jager of Miele SA appliances adds relevant comment: ‘Don’t just 

buy appliances on price alone. Look at the long-term picture; you may spend 

more on the initial purchase but this outlay will save money down the line i.e. 

20 years with a tried and tested appliance.

‘To determine real value for money consider: the look of the appliance, its 

functionality, does it include state-of-the-art technology, is it energy-efficient 

and what is its guarantee period and lifespan?

‘Eco-friendly attributes relate to the ever-increasing cost of electricity, cutting-

edge kitchen design involves finding new ways of integrating sustainable 

practices into modern kitchens. This is being done by building kitchens from 

sustainable materials. It also includes appliances and lighting that boast lower 

energy consumption, so look holistically at the long-term and choose appliances 

that will last longer and hence leave less of a carbon footprint .’

this page: Valcucine
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What of the look of these new appliances?

Lutz Berndt : ‘Extra-wide refigerators and cookers (76cm), 

larger wine coolers, cooker hoods that can be concealed in 

the worktop, induction cooktops (e.g. full surface induction)  

professional standard appliances (e.g. steam ovens) and 

low-energy appliances.

Mercia de Jager : ‘Sure enough, innovative technology 

continues to drive kitchen appliance trends. For instance, 

the rise of popularity in the induction hob has transformed 

how people cook – once tried it’s a given. It provides 

for precision power control and heating times that are 

shorter than gas hobs. Sleek ceramic surfaces provide 

quick and easy cleaning, yet hardly anything burns on this  

glistening surface.

above: Pedini by Blu_line
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‘The incorporation of professional-grade qualities in 

home spaces is key in the high end of the market . This 

provides the ability to comfortably entertain at home 

with state-of-the-art appliances available from up-market 

brands; they satisfy the tastes and desires of owners and are 

sought after status symbols.’

New directions are definitively towards sleek design with 

technological influence like touch-control panels, says 

Landiwe Madlopha of Whirlpool SA .

‘Rationaissance’ – meaning trends that will shape our 

future is about functional and often rational aspects 

that are both stylish and iconic. It balances simple with 

sophisticated, rational with grace; this then influences the 

architecture of the product .

above: Blu_Line
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‘Stainless steel, mirror and glass are key materials 

incorporated; chrome-plate and high-end rubber 

compounds and plastics are important aspects ongoing. 

Appliance design needs to be inspired by a forward 

looking modernity involving style and functionality. The 

best examples are simple in their clear and pure shape 

and user-friendly. They are innovative as a result of  

cutting-edge materials and technology ; they are almost 

feminine.’

Open-faced Design
Character is called for in the kitchen, likely more so than 

in any other room in the house. Space limitations in major 

centres across the world mean that the kitchen is becoming 

far more functional. This food preparation hub adjoins the 

family room, almost as a working peninsula and gathering 

area. Opening up these adjacent interiors will add spatial 

dimension; kitchen islands assist in creating casual  

dining space.

below: Santos Kitchens by Slavin & Co.
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2011 finishes include stainless steel, woods like maple, 

cherry and light to medium tone finishes in laminates and 

for work surfaces. Shades of ivory and grey in light to darker 

tones are favourites in the colour palette.

Andrew Willis of drawer system specialists The Eclipse 
Group considers renovation options: ‘Make sure you deal 

with accredited kitchen manufacturers and source only 

quality finishes, appliances and fittings, which today can be 

found at very competitive prices.’

This said, what are the new directions in the local market 

and how do they compare with Europe?

Willis : ‘Currently it’s a mix of nature and intelligent 

architecture; lots of natural finishes combined with stark 

contrasts of square-form aluminium and steel. Essentially 

there is a synergy of materials: glass, vinyl, steel and natural 

woods.’

this page: Snaidero
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Brian Slavin : ‘As we import Santos Kitchens we can monitor trends fairly 

accurately from Europe and also fine-tune overseas design to reflect South 

African lifestyles. Certainly we have seen a softening of complete minimalism 

using contrasting neutral colours and the introduction of natural veneers, exotic 

or otherwise.’

Fluid Transition
This translates to the layout between kitchen, dining and living spaces i.e. the  

kitchen effectively flowing into these adjacent interiors. The concept speaks to 

the universal design principle that is fast-becoming a global trend: the total use 

of shrinking space and the importance of multi-purpose living areas.

this page: The Italian Design 

Experience – Cucine Berloni
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Theda Botes of Rehau Polymer offers 

solutions: ‘In a recessionary environment property 

improvements and extensions are a viable option. 

They can open up opportunities for retro-fitting 

existing kitchens to modernise and refresh 

tired cabinetry, i.e. keeping the carcass but 

refurbishing with new kitchen doors and drawers. 

Re-design by adding tambour doors, which also 

save space compared to regular opening doors, 

and / or change the worktop to give the kitchen 

an entirely different look .

‘Design does not have to be expensive, even 

the most simple idea can produce a clean and 

functional finish. For example the use of a single 

colour works with a retro revival, reducing the 

complexity and expense of decorative designs. 

Take advantage of utilising multiple materials to 

save on cost .’

below: Cobra Watertech

bottom: Eclipse Group
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‘Globally we are seeing detailed decorative design being 

replaced with simplicity, with the less is more look . Yet , the 

desire for individuality has also increased and therefore a 

non-compliance to tradition is being sought . This includes 

design by accessory, i.e. the use of texture and contrasting 

colours. Solutions are design-led, inspirations such as 

edgebands that offer the creation of accents against plain 

backdrops. Others are mirror gloss surfaces, glass, and three 

dimensional finishes that engender subtly sophisticated 

highlights, like glass and polymer or aluminum / stainless 

steel and polymer. It’s all about harmony.’

Thinner (1cm) countertops were evident at Cologne, but 

are we ready to discount thick and chunky countertops and 

replace them with a more trim and elegant counterpart?  

In fact , the way in which they are fabricated and applied 

can create a sleek and contemporary style, which in turn 

interacts with the overall integrated kitchen concept .

Here, large appliances are concealed behind doors, 

below: Bulthaup Haus
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drawers and cabinetry. This is ‘the integrated  kitchen’ – 

a design language that has grown steadily over the last 

decade for both modern and traditional applications. It’s 

likely to continue and will apply to both new homes and 

renovations.

Philip Richards from Blu_Line says: ‘ We are seeing 

an overlap with regards to the direction of the local and 

European market . The kitchen is seen as part of the interior 

with clean lines and living-space design.

‘These new spaces are timeless in appeal and neutral 

in colour, offering a canvas on which the end-user 

is able to add personal touches. We live in a society 

that is crying out for simpler living, yet needing warm 

relational spaces where all the functional requirements 

are delivered. Such interiors not only meet the 

demands made on them but also enhance the overall  

design scheme. 

above: Culinary Group
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‘Lines remain clean and space is uncluttered; colours and textures employed are 

neutral, rich and fresh. ‘ Warm minimalism’ is a combination of textures replacing 

clinical decoration. Textured surfaces like flamed granite, honed marble and 

cast concrete counters add character. High gloss lacquers and reconstructed 

veneered timbers remain popular as aesthetic elements; they give weight to the 

contemporary feel and allow for seamless design. Neutral tones are very current 

as they give the kitchen interior a sophisticated look . The use of black is more 

evident in creating contrast with the neutral backdrop, but we will see a move to 

warmer tones like charcoals with black and white used as accents.’ 

What are the global trends for 2011 / 2012? 

above: Whirlpool SA
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‘Investment in green production is increasing’, says 

George Giorgia of importers Eurocasa . ‘All raw materials 

and boards are completely eco-friendly and emanate from 

renewable sources. Paints are water-based and veneers 

are made from bio-degradable materials, which virtually 

replicate natural wood.

‘Another trend is that expensive exotic woods, previously 

used only for luxury cars, are being incorporated in certain 

high-end cabinetry. Composite metal amalgams like brass, 

are appearing on kitchen doors.

‘The future points towards smaller-size kitchens of 

unique design and finish. Increasingly, health-orientated 

people don’t need large kitchens with many units and huge 

storage capacity. This belongs in the past .’

above: Apollo Interiors
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Wendy Grater : ‘Trends continue to be driven by the ongoing development of 

the kitchen into the living spaces of the home; the concept of the kitchen as 

the hub. We see this in both the functional and aesthetic aspects of the kitchen 

environment; the aesthetics have to work in concert with the surrounding interior 

architecture while functionality increasingly needs to incorporate expanded 

concepts of what can be stored and located within the kitchen environment .’

New intelligence will forever be a work-in-progress and is in the forefront of 

R&D in product development and manufacturing. Energy-saving programs and 

smart appliances provide the consumer with every opportunity to use high-

technology whilst proving their eco-awareness and it applies to both electric 

and gas-operated hobs and ovens.

above: Rehau Polymer
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Cologne illustrated that laminates are making a 

comeback in the kitchen, at least in Europe. However, now 

the material is far more substantial and sophisticated than 

the plastic laminates SA designers have been ripping out of 

older homes over the past few decades.  The new laminates 

are not only appearing on the vertical surfaces of cabinetry 

but are hard enough to be used for countertops.

The 21st century kitchen is fast becoming the social 

and nerve centre of the home; its functionality now 

incorporating cooking, entertaining and socialising, as well 

as digital communication, stock control and home security 

operation.

The last word is from Stephanie Forbes of KSA (Kitchen 

Specialists Association): ‘The way forward for any kitchen 

scheme is for the consumer to protect themselves. We 

get regular calls from people who have worked with 

non-KSA members and suffered defaults. So work with a 

professional, be upfront about the aesthetic required and  

the budget .

‘From a design and material perspective the green 

initiative is going to get stronger and we will see recycling 

bins and waste disposal systems becoming standard items 

as the pricing settles. Hardware will continue to be vital to 

the longevity of a kitchen and colour is an important part 

of personal expression. Clean lines, even in more intricate 

designs, will remain and the kitchen will increasingly 

become a part of the design and aesthetic of the overall 

home.’

below: Slavin & Co.
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Personal Sanctuaries
The bathroom is one of two important areas in the 

contemporary home that needs careful attention to make 

it aesthetically appealing, functional and yet comfortable.  

Ideally, this interior is a sanctuary in which family members 

spend time bathing, pampering and relaxing before they 

leave home for work , enjoy recreation or go to bed. In 

2011 it continues to develop as a place for rejuvenation, an 

antidote to the stress and tedium of modern lifestyle.

As a well-frequented area within the home it’s necessary 

to make bathrooms work , not only for family members, but 

also for visitors. This high-function interior is becoming 

more high-tech and the best examples will include state-of-

the art fixtures, tapware and sanware. There are no specific 

rules on how to decorate and accessorise bathrooms, 

yet , in choosing the right hardware and equipment – and 

capitalising on space – an appealing eco-friendly result can 

be achieved. 

above: Duravit / On Tap
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Arief Moosa of bathroom design specialists Classic Trading takes an overview: 

‘ Within the current fiscal recession, clients are looking for the best products 

at reasonable prices. The answer is a tailor-made package, from individual 

bathrooms to complete homes, but it’s vital to meet the client profile precisely. 

‘The key is in sourcing sophisticated quality bathroom fittings at below market 

– related prices and due to globalisation the South African market is now in sync 

with Europe. Our local market has welcomed the design, quality and value from 

Europe and we are able to compare very favourably price-wise.’ 

Modern interior design concepts include bathroom vanities, bathtubs, shelves 

and accessories that are made of environmentally-friendly materials. Stainless 

steel, glass and wood, are inclusions for 2011 / 2012 as are moisture-resistant 

finishes that effectively protect wooden bathroom flooring and furniture. 

Ceramic tiles provide the most-favoured bathroom floors in SA.

this page: Hansgrohe SA
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‘Tiling is still typically chosen for the wet areas, i.e. 

floors, splashbacks and shower enclosures, with either tile 

per se or mosaic, says Paolo Carlone of Italcotto . ‘San 

ware tastes indicate wall-hung basins in round or square 

form and a recent refocus of client preference towards 

Italian sanitaryware, which is now available at a more  

reasonable cost .

‘ We see the bathroom as a place of serenity and as a 

result its décor must be complemented with soft-toned tile 

finishes and fittings that are easy on the eye; very much in 

line with the European signature. The design of compact 

sanware and clever space-saving bathroom layouts is a 

recent focus, yet for larger bathrooms longer, slender basins 

and baths remain.’

Contemporary bathroom design may include the use of 

energy-saving natural materials and fittings. Favourites are 

various stone and stone composites used for flooring and 

key sanware fixtures like tubs and basins. Such bathrooms 

might have large windows and / or skylights, dimmable 

lighting and indoor plantings. Showers may be open wet 

areas where stone, tile, mosaic or quartz floors drain 

efficiently.

opposite: The Italian Design Experience – Cucine Berloni

this page (top): Hansgrohe SA
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Amraj Lux Dursan of Italtile considers the basics: ‘Invest 

in products and finishes of superior quality that will have 

a meaningful lifespan. These should be sourced from 

established retailers with a strong track record and long 

experience in dealing with quality products and services. 

‘Colour is coming back into favour, yet natural stone 

continues at the forefront in terms of the decorative shell. 

We see clients opting for simplicity, i.e. clean lines; and 

taking note of eco-friendly materials. Bathrooms with a 

spa-like feel are a current trend;  they create a more spatial 

ambience and encourage rejuvenation.’

‘Consider using an architect who will bring commitment 

to a domestic kitchen / bathroom refurbishment . Their 

innovative and intuitive approach delivers spaces tailored 

to their client needs,’ says Robbie Khan of Deca (a 

subsidiary of WOMAG). ‘And select the best materials so 

that these heavily used areas will remain looking good. 

Technology is advancing rapidly and delivering innovative 

surface materials, like Phoenix Stone, which is comparable 

to other leading quartz surfaces yet far less costly. 

below: Classic Trading
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‘Global indications are for products that have a dual purpose, such as 

Silestone countertops engineered with Microban, a built-in antibacterial agent . 

Trends remain minimalist and for san ware the square form seems preferable, 

currently coupled to brushed stainless steel tapware and wall-hung toilets and  

bidet fixtures.’

Dorianne Isaacman of Geberit SA comments: ‘Floor-even showers with 

frame-less glass panels are a recent trend and here water drainage is vital, where 

innovative new products assist in the function of this much-used area. There is 

the traditional drain in the middle of the shower, with interchangeable grids, but 

also stylish shower channels that can be installed along the wall, at the entrance 

or in the centre of the shower floor. Lastly, there is a new shower element where 

the drain is installed in the wall. 

above: Italcotto
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‘It’s all part of finding new and innovative ways to create 

stylish bathrooms that are designed in such a way that they 

incorporate sustainability, whilst still remaining  functional.’

Minimalism and certainly functionality with comfort 

are prerequisite hallmarks of modern bathroom design. 

Organic shapes and clever use of materials, plus cutting-

edge design for tapware and sanware will help create an 

overall contemporary bathroom decor that is functional, 

stylish and eco-friendly.

Mark van Kets of local manufacturer Boutique Baths 

adds: ‘The bathroom should combine utility and appeal, 

making the result both practical and inspiring. Make the 

most of the space and choose wisely ; by sourcing locally 

and using timeless signature pieces. This way, spend is 

decreased and elegance uncompromised.

this page: GROHE SA
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‘A natural, organic look is evident in the local 

market today, with matte surfaces as an alternative 

to the conventional polished ceramic or porcelain 

finish. Globally, bathtubs are evolving towards 

more textured finishes. Patterns, embellishments 

and decorative detailing is seen in tubs that 

become signature pieces in open-plan bathrooms  

and bedrooms. 

‘New materials incorporate an advanced blend 

of acrylic resins and mineral fillers; i.e. Cian® Solid 

Surfacing, which looks and feels like natural stone. 

Durable, scratch-resistant and non-porous it offers ease 

of maintenance and longevity. The softer look created 

by better light diffusion on matte surfaces promote 

cleaner lines; together with ease of maintenance.’

What of other time-proven materials and finishes for 

sanware / tapware?

above: Duravit / On Tap

right: Geberit SA
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Karen Robyn of Duravit / On Tap : ‘Ceramic continues 

to provide durability, high functionality and quality. In our 

opinion there is no other material at present that is more 

cost-effective to manufacture. The chemical resistance to 

acids and alkalis also contributes to the robustness and 

durability of ceramic sanitary ware products.

‘ We have introduced different materials for bathroom 

furniture. Real wood veneers and wood décors are  

protected by means of a melamine resin coating, making 

them easy to clean and UV-resistant . Painted surfaces are 

given several coats to provide a high-quality finish and 

appearance. The new Onto range – ideal for use in hotels 

– uses plywood with a scratch-resistant coating and oiled 

edges.’

above: Hansgrohe SA

left: Cobra Watertech
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Audrey Azimullah from Cobra Watertech states 

the case for the local tapware manufacturer: ‘Though 

SA still lags behind on green issues we are committed 

to manufacturing water and energy-saving products. 

Examples are solar heating solutions, electronic taps 

and mixers, metered and demand taps, water filters and 

pressure-reducing valves. Electronic taps and mixers 

deliver water only when activated, i.e. when hands 

are placed in front of the sensor. The Cobratron range  

features a preset option to deliver only enough water for 

the required function.

‘Trends are determined according to the way 

people are living, i.e. in smaller spaces that demand 

increased efficiency and where space planning is of 

utmost importance. Yet , while taking all of these ‘trend 

influencers’ into consideration, aesthetics can never be 

left out , it’s human nature to want to be surrounded by 

beauty. But functionality remains a dictate, as form will 

soon be forgotten if the device does not work efficiently.’

below: Boutique Baths
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Comfort within the wash area is paramount and manufacturers like Hansgrohe 
SA have a no-compromise approach to design and function. Sinovuyo  

Dumalisile outlines their philosophy: ‘As specialists, we believe that people 

should be able to use the wash basin however they please. Our new mixer 

collections provide more individual space under the tap, i.e. between mixer and 

basin. This usable area is known as the ComfortZone and it should allow for 

optimum freedom of movement .

‘These mixer ranges offer solutions for different wash basins and requirements; 

such as enough space to fill tall vases or shampoo hair.  High-end models like 

Metris 230 have two added advantages; a swivelling spout and a side handle that 

allows the adjustment of water volume and temperature.  

‘Metris mixers are characterised by their conical, tapered, slender body, 

precise edges and soft curves that flow into a rectangular spout . The flat mixer 

handle and spout reflect refinement and character, while the handle invites the 

user to grasp it and turn on the mixer with an upward sweep.’

above: OXO Bathrooms
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Bathroom Design Summary 2011 / 2012
Bathtubs and cabinetry will feature high-grade quality 

plastics, exotic wood and natural stone used for cabinetry, 

tubs / basins and flooring.

Contemporary bathroom showers might have two shower 

heads and hydro-massage facilities, plus water-saving and 

energy-efficient taps and shower fixtures. Modern eco bathtub 

design will use energy-efficient bathtubs that may include 

light emitting diodes (LED) lights; especially for spa baths.

Modern stone and wood bathtub design remain popular, 

the former using man-made stone materials ref. Wonder 

Rock locally.

Eco design trends will refer to energy-efficient modern 

lights and ecologically friendly showers, basins and tubs 

with water-efficient systems. Smart sensor bathroom 

hardware uses state-of-the-art sensors to regulate water 

temperature and pressure.

Multifunctional contemporary bathroom decoration 

will feature aesthetic yet comfortable furniture pieces to 

minimise space. Modern fixtures could include stainless 

steel and natural wood. Interest and focus can be added 

with open ‘wet-area’ shower / bathing spaces.

below: Italcotto


